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Formal Procedure 

Full PDE 

PDE + parameterization 

Numerical Algorithm 

coarse graining 
[e.g., Filter] 

discritization 

Q: Can We Separate These Two Steps? 



coarse-grained PDE (cgPDE): 

two possible cases: 

(i) Δxnum >> Δxphy (>> Δxsub): 

(ii) Δxphy >> Δxnum (& Δxphy >> Δxsub): 

Range of validity: Δx > Δxphy (>> Δxsub) 
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two possible cases: 
(i) Δxnum >> Δxphy (>> Δxsub): 

(ii) Δxphy >> Δxnum (& Δxphy >> Δxsub): 

• cgPDE is under resolved 
• subgrid-scale parameterization 
does not properly represent the 
unresolved processes 

• numerical convergence is achieved 
if cgPDE is well constructed 

• the scale below Δxphy is represented 
by the subgrid-scale parameterization   

NB: Not Necessarily: Δxnum = Δxphy 



Example that the formal two-step 
procedure works: 

Eddy Diffusion 

Q: does the two-step procedure 
also work for the other 
parameterizations?  

NB: cgPDE shuld not generate any 
features below the scale Δxphy as  
Δxnum is decreased 
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formal statement of  
subgrid-scale parameterization probem 
[Filtering perspective] 

variability 

wavenumber 

Δxphy 
ΔxL Δxsub 

explicit modelling 
(cgPDE) 

parameterization 



Scale Separation: ΔxL >> Δxsub  

NB: “>>” must be understood in    
                   asymptotic sense 
Real Question of Scale Separation:  
How to consistently separate out between 
the resolved and subgrid scales? 

NB: “scale separation” may not exist, but we 
may still perform “scale separation” 



three formal procedures for achieving  
the scale separation: 

(i) Filtering 

(ii) Multi-Scale Asymptotic Expansion: 
      Set ε = Δxsub/ΔxL asymptotically to 0 

(iii) Grid-Box Averaging: Depending on  
Numerics 

NB: A Given Parameterization Set must be 
constructed in consistent manner based on 
one of those approaches  



Example:  
Mass-Flux Convection Parameterization  
(Yano 2014, DAO): 
“Grid Box” (full system) 
=horizontally-homogeneous environment 
+convective towers (“plumes”) 
natural numerical interpretation: 
• horizontally-homogeneous environment= 
finite-volume element  
• convective towers=structures inside a finite-
volume elment (do not interfere with the 
numerics) 
Q: What happens when a higher-order scheme 
(e.g., Finite Element) is used?: 



natural numerical interpretation: 
• horizontally-homogeneous environment= 
finite-volume element  
• convective towers=structures inside a finite-
volume elment (do not interfere with the 
numberics) 
Q: What happens when a higher-order scheme 
(e.g., Finite Element) is used?: 
Environment with horizontal gradients 
Q: Where to place the convective towers?: 
Generally, there is no formally-defined  
“grid box” for placing them: 

Sbugrid-scale parameterization must be 
constructed consistently with the numerics  



Sbugrid-scale parameterization must be 
constructed consistently with the numerics  

Conclusion:  

(Especially for the “grey zone”) 


